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AN APPLICATION SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR
HERMETIC OVERLOADS WITH TWO-HEATER CONSTRUCTION
John R. D'Entremo nt, Marketing Superviso r
Texas Instrumen ts Incorpora ted, Motor Controls Departmen t
Attleboro , Massachu setts

ABSTRACT
Texas Instrumen ts has recently introduced to the
marketpla ce a line of hermetic overloads which
have two-heate r circuits, one in series with the
start winding, and one in series with the main
winding. The selection of a protector for application testing is more complicat ed than that of
the conventio nal single heater protector s. This
paper will serve to show in detail the selection
procedure which has been developed and the reasons why this procedure will afford good results.
It will deal in general terms with the required
test condition s that the protector must pass, the
relative influence of start winding, main winding,
current, winding temperatu res and rates-of- rise
in motors, and gas temperatu res for each of these
selected ·test condition s. It will illustrate
through a theoretic al example the procedure to
follow using the actual applicatio n curves which
have been developed for this family of devices.
These devices are particula rly well suited for
applicatio n to compresso rs intended for heat
pumps and residenti al air condition ing split
systems.

are tested under constant current at room ambient
and measure the trip time for different amperages .
To establish ultimate trip curves for selection
of a protector under running overload condition s,
a constant current is applied to the devices and
the ambient temperatu re is increased until the
device opens. This is done with a very slow
rate-of-r ise in order to determine the maximum
current that the device can hold at a particula r
ambient temperatu re without tripping.
In response to the increasing industry need for a
protectio n system which affords a greater degree
of sensitivi ty to a wide variety of fault condition, the SHM and 6HM protector s which have two
heaters ware developed . The two heaters are located electrica lly in series with the main winding
and the start winding, respectiv ely. The line
current passes through the bimetal disc. See
Fig. 1.

INTRODUCTION
R

s
c

Industry practice for the protectio n of central
residenti al air condition ing compresso r motors
from 1-3/4 - 5 H.P. was to use either a pilot
circuit system consisting of a thermosta t located
in the compresso r and a current sensing thermal
overload located externall y, or a hermetica lly
sealed line break protector .

FIG. 1
In addition to locked rotor, running overload and
loss-of-ch arge protectio n provided by single heater line break hermetic protector s, these devices
provide protectio n against such fault condition s
as welded start relay, capacitor failure, light
load, high voltage and failed outdoor fan. They
also allow the compresso r motor designer to design
his motor closer to the applicatio n requireme nts
and thus achieve an overall cost savings. The
selection of these devices, however, now becomes
more difficult as the relative influence of the
two heaters must be accounted for under a wide
range of fault condition s. It is to this problem
that the applicatio n selection procedure outlined
in the paper addresses itself.

The selection of the thermosta t and supplemen tary
overload combinati on is relativel y simple in that
you select the thermosta t temperatu re to limit
the winding temperatu re on running overload and
you select the supplemen tary overload trip time
for locked rotor protectio n. The two devices can
be chosen independe nt of each other.
With line break protector s, since one device
protects for both condition s, the selection is
somewhat more complicat ed since the trip point
on running overload and on locked rotor are not
independe nt. The line break devices are located
in the common line of the compresso r load electrically and on the windings of the compresso r
motor physicall y. A method of using applicatio n
curves for the selection of these devices to
select for the proper short trip time on the
locked rotor condition s is in use. The devices

GENERAL APPROACH
The general approach in establish ing the application selection procedure was to study the main
winding and start winding currents and winding
temperatu re under various fault condition s and
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the relative contribution of heat input that they
create in the device under these fault conditions.
It was then determined whether or not each contribution was significant to the raising of the temperature of the device to a trip point.

see that by far the main winding current is t~
dominant ~at input factor to the device. The
start winding current is relatively low under these
conditions and does not contribute significantly
to the tripping of the overload. Conversely, under
welded relay conditions, the start winding current
increases dramatically and then becomes the significant heat input to the_device. The construction
of these devices is such that the start winding
heater is made of high resistance heater material
and is very sensitive to changes in start winding
current. The bimetal disc is also a resistant
member sensing line current as well as location
temperature. The main winding heater is t~ element which connects the main winding to the bimetal
disc. It is a low resistance element and has no
appreciable effect on the trip time under locked
rotor conditions.

In Fig. 2 the various fault conditions are illustrated in terms of their relative contribution of
heat to the device. In addition to the two basic
fault conditions of running overload and locked
rotor, the fault conditions of loss of refrigerant
charge and welded relay are illustrated. The welded relay protection refers to CSCR compressors
where very high rates-of-rise occur in the start
winding if the potential relay contacts weld and
leave the start capacitor in the circuit. Welded
relay protection is a protection feature afforded
by tl~se two-heater protectors which was not
available with the line break devices previously
on the market.

DELTA T CONCEPT
To aid in our selection procedure, the delta T
concept has been designed. The theory is that
each element in t~ device raises the temperature
of the bimetal disc a certain delta in temperature
by its I2R ~ating. It is the bimetal disc which
must be raised to a calibrated temperature by
collecting the heat inputs of the elements around
it and adding to it the I2R heating in the disc
itself. One can effectively measure the delta T
or disc temperature rise contributed by each element by passing current through it and measuring
the rise in temperature in the disc for different
levels of current and drawing a curve of delta T
vs. current. Separate curves can be utilized for
the start winding heater, the main winding heater
and then by combining the derating delta T effect
of each, the resultant for various conditions can
be fbund. The basic equation, which applies only
to slow rates-~f-rise conditions, is:

In each case, the ambient temperature condition,
that is the room ambient, provides a constant heat
input to the device. Under a running overload, the
location or winding temperature provides the majority of heat input to the device. The main winding
current passing through the device is the second·
largest contributing factor, whereas the start
winding current in the start winding heater is the
smallest.
Comparing this to the loss-of-charge condition, we
see that the main winding current influence becomes
very small, whereas the start winding influence
increases as does the location or effective winding
temperature. This occurs because the main winding
current has greatly reduced under this condition
due to the fact that the compressor is essentially
working against no load and,since it runs at a
faster speed, the start winding current increases,
and due to the sensitivity of the start winding
heater,adds significant amounts of heat to the
device. These fault conditions are relatively
slow rates-of-rise conditions. Hence, the winding
temperature is the predominant heat input to the
device because the heat has sufficient time to
transfer from the windings to t~ protector.
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rent and winding temperature for a 3 H.P. air
conditioning compressor to illustrate the application procedure is presented here. In the example
there are four fault conditions to be protected.
They are listed in the table below with the start
current, line current, and effective protector
ambient (EPA) and the expected protector performance in each case.

lOCATION
AMBit::.NT
WELOEO RELAY

FIG, 2
The locked rotor and welded relay in contrast are
fault conditions in which the windings exhibit
very rapid rates of temperature rise and high current levels. In these instances, the winding
temperature does not have sufficient time, to
transfer thoroughly to the device so we must depend
entirely on the r 2R beating taking place in the
device. Under the locked rotor condition, we can
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COMPRESSOR DATA
COMPRESSOR
CONDITION

START
WINDING
CURRENT

LINE
CURRENT

PROTECTOR
PERFORMANCE

Welded
relay

34 amps

50 amps

Trip in
8 second s

Locked
rotor

3 amps

94 amps

Trip in
8 second s

Max load
must hold

5 amps

28 amps

Trip in
8 second s

Runnin g
overlo ad

5 amps

32 amps

Trip at
66°C E.P.A.

6.5 amps

14 amps

Trip at
100°C E.P.A.

Loss of
charge

motor under these condit ions. That is to say, with
50 amps going through the main windin g heater and
disc, the change in the disc temper ature in 8
second s is neglig ible. Theref ore, use only the
start windin g curren t of 34 amps and the short
time trip curve of the start windin g heater to
select the elemen t which afford s protec tion under
this fault condit ion. Referr ing to Fig. 3, the -8
heater is selecte d which trips the device in 8 seconds at 34 amps.
SHORT TIME CURVE
5HM START WINDING HEATER
50

The protec tor perform ance is the result of tests
by the compre ssor motor design er which have shown
him that if these perform ance criter ia met that,
he would limit his windin g temper ature under these
fault condit ions to accept able levels . Signif icant
in the data is the compar ison of curren ts under the
welded relay and locked rotor condit ion. The start
windin g curren t on the welded relay is over ten
times the locked rotor curren t, wherea s the total
line curreri t is almost 50% less. The require d
protec tor perform ance under these widely varyin g
condit ions is identi cal; the protec tor must trip
in 8 second s. Now compare the loss-of -charg e
condit ion to the overlo ad condit ion. In each case,
the windin g temper ature must be protec ted to a safe
level. However, in the loss-of -charg e condit ion,
the line curren t has droppe d over 50% wherea s the
0
start windin g curren t has increas ed only 30%. Let
us procee d to select the variou s elemen ts of the
overlo ad protec tor which will meet these requir ements.
SELECT START WINDING HEATER
Select ion of the start windin g heater is. the first
elemen t which will be selecte d. It is extrem ely
critic al that this elemen t be chosen carefu lly with
respec t to the welded relay condit ion. Under this
condit ion, the extrem ely high rate-o f-rise in the
start windin g requir es a very quick trip of the
overlo ad protec tor to preven t damage to the start
windin g. In additio n, since the heater elemen t is
a very high resista nce elemen t, caution must be
taken that the heater does not burn out under these
condit ions. It is recommended that a trip time of
less than 6 second s under these condit ions not be
attemp ted as it may, in fact. result in heater burnout. The princi ple mode of transf er of heat from
the start windin g .heater to the disc under this
condit ion is radian t heat. The start windin g
heater becomes incand escent under this condit ion
and it takes a finite time to transf er this heat
to the bimeta l disc. Close contro l must be maintained of the positio ning of the start windin g
heater to the disc to ensure that this heat is
transfe rred consis tently. The line curren t passing
through the main windin g heater and the bimeta l
disc is insign ifican t in the protec tion of the
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FIG. 3
SELECTION OF THE BIMETAL DISC
To specify the bimeta l disc, we refer to the locked
rotor condit ion where the primar y influen ce for the
trip of the overlo ad protec tor is the high line
curren t passin g throug h the disc. Under this cond,ition , the locked rotor curren t in the start
windin g is droppe d to only 3 amps, hence, the
effect of the start windin g heater is essent ially
neglig ible. Also, the effect of the main windin g
heater is essent ially neglig ible since in this
partic ular device the resista nce of the main winding heater is relativ ely low and does not genera te
suffic ient heat under these condit ions to signif icantly affect the trip time of a device ; hence, we
may make our selecti on for locked rotor protec tion
solely on the basis of the bimeta l disc. In Fig. 4
we see the trip time vs. curren t curve for
bimeta l
disc with variou s resist ivitie s.
Enterin g the table at 94 amps, we can See that the
FSO bimeta l disc will trip in 8 second s. The initial selecti ons have been made on curves made with
a 130°C openin g temper ature device s for time trips
since it is a nomina l openin g temper ature. If in
the selecti on of the device for runnin g overlo ad,
or loss-of -charg e, we find that we must adjust this
openin g temper ature, the effect on the time to trip
under the rapid rate-o f-rise condit ions will be
minima l.

5HM SHORT TIME CURVE
BIMETAL DISC

Therefore, to allow a safety factor to prevent
nuisance tripping, 125°C is chosen as a minimum
opening temperature to which the disc should be
calibrated.
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SELECTION OF THE MAIN WINDING HEATER
AND THE MINIMUM OPENING TEMPERATURE
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One characteristic of the device is that it must
not trip under a maximum load condition on the
compressor where the winding temperatures have not
reached an unsafe level. Under these conditions,
we must take into account the derating effect of
the start winding heater and the bimetal disc that
we have selected plus the main winding heater.
For this selection, make the assumption that the
difference between the line current and the main
winding current going through the main winding
heater is not significant. Use the line current
through the main winding heater and disc to determine the derating effect of that combination.
Using 28 amps and entering the curve, select the
-7 main winding heater and find that the delta T
is 38°C (Fig. 5). The -7 main winding was chosen
vs. the -1 because it will allow a lower device
opening temperature which is preferrable for
loss-of-charge protection.
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Through measurements on the compressor, it has
been determined that the effective protector ambient that the protector is exposed to under this
condition is 62°C. This includes the effect of
the room ambient, the winding temperature on one
side of the protector and.the Freon on the other
side. In addition to this delta T, we must add
the delta T created by the 5 amps in the start
winding. Referring to the delta T curve for the
start winding heater which was selected previously,
we find that 5 amps creates a delta T of 18°
(Fig. 6). Adding these three heat inputs together,
it is seen that the minimum opening temperature
that could be allowed and still not trip the overload under this max load condition is ll8°C.
~

~

open temp
ll8°C
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SELECT THE MAXIMUM OPENING TEMPERATURE
This is done by referring to the running overload
data. Having selected the three resistive elements
in the device, we check to see whether or not the
device will, in fact, trip and at what temperature
it must be calibrated. To do this, enter the
curve for the main winding heater and disc combination we have selected with 32 amps as listed in
the compressor data table for running overload,
and find that the delta Tis 5l°C. The delta T
for the start winding current has not changed, it
is still 18°C. However, the effective protector
ambient has increased to 66"C due to the higher
winding temperature created by the higher winding
current. Adding these three elements together, it
is seen that we should not allow an opening temperature greater than l35°C or the winding temperature will exceed the specified limit.
EPA +main wdgAT + st wdgAT
66°C +
5l°C
+
l8°C
CHECK FOR LOSS-OF-CHARGE PROTECTION
Under a loss-of-cha rge fault condition, the start
winding current increases. The line current is
reduced, but the effective protector.am bient has
increased. This is because the refrigerant charge
is no longer cooling the motor and is also not
reducing the effective protectnr ambient condition
of the protector as it was in the case of running
overload and max load. Entering the delta T curve
for the start winding heater, we find that 6.5 amps
increases the delta T to 30"C. The influence of
the line current on the ultimate trip curve for the
disc and main winding heater combination is now
reduced to lO"C. Adding these together to the EPA
of 100°C, indicates that a device calibrated to
140°C will limit the winding temPerature to the
specified leve 1.
EPA + main wdgAT
1000C +
10 6 C

-1-

+

st wd§AT
30 c

open temp
140 6 C

Since the maximum temperature of the device already
selected is l35°C, under conditions of loss-ofcharge, the device will trip well before the
maximum allowed winding temperature is reached. We
have then theoretical ly made a successful application.
SUMMARY

The device now would be tested in the compressor
application for verificatio n of its tripping parameters. In the event that the results are not in
agreement with our selection, some adjustment must
be made in the parameters. Using the same rationale we have in selecting the protector, various
elements in the protector can be adjusted to correct the trip conditions for a specific fault
condition and calculate their impact on the other
fault conditions. The procedure used here is only
precisely appropriate for the particular design
of protectors that have been discussed, that is,
the 5HM and 6HM devices. However, the basic
philosophy in deriving this procedure is applicable
to all motor protection devices. That is, to
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understand the relative importance of various he,at
input contributic, ns for various fault conditions,
and then to work through a logical sequence of
selection of the device parameters. Oqe element
that requires some judgement initially is the
estimation of the effective protector ambient
since it is made up of a combination of winding
temperature and refrigerant gas temperature which
may be quite wide in their values. The judgement
as to the actual impact on the bimetal disc requires
some experience before the selection of that value
is accurate.
ADDENDUM
The use of these devices in addition to providing
welded relay protection has also added additional
benefit for heat pumps where light load conditions
are a problem to protect. The heat inputs under a
light load condition is quite similar to the lossof-charge condition in that the density of refrigerant gas is significant ly reduced. The load on the
compressor is small and the cooling effect of the
gas is reduced; hence, there is a possibility of
overheating of the motor windings with quite low
line current. Under these condi~ions, however,
the start winding current will increase and the
added delta T provided by the start winding heater
can provide sufficient input signal to trip the
device before the windings overheat. This condition may be substituted for the loss-of-cha rge
condition or added to it and the application procedure outlined in this paper would be essentially
the same.

